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The Maya of Nigeria 

The Maya people are hardworking farmers. Their crops include guinea 

corn, millet, maize and groundnuts. Projects for economic, medical and 

educational development are under way, including efforts to improve 

water supplies through drilling boreholes. Girls tend to drop out of 

school to help at home and marry very young. 

Since the early 1930s, the Maya have known about the Gospel. As a 

result, 90 percent affiliate with Christianity. Outside influences of many 

kinds have affected the area, and traditional religion is less visible now. 

A linguistic workshop culminated in a meeting in which Maya 

people met together to discuss the best ways to write their language. 

More than 150 people attended. The eagerness, zeal and testimonials at 

the workshop gave them a new sense of pride in their language. The 

Maya are enthusiastic about having the Scriptures in their mother 

tongue. 

The Maya people manage a living from their land, but struggle with 

limited resources. Local churches are highly motivated to translate 

Scripture into the Maya language. They see its potential for unifying 

and bringing revival to their churches, which typically have struggled 

with disunity. God’s Word in the heart language will also encourage 

believers to grow in their understanding of the Bible and to share the 

Good News in meaningful ways. In addition, having things written in 

Maya will promote development and help Maya speakers preserve their 

culture and language.  
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Have They Heard The Gospel? 

 

 
Is the Word of God Translated?  The writing system proposed for the language is being tested. 

      Also Scripture in audio format to complement the “JESUS” 

      film is being developed. This will not only encourage Scripture 

      use, but will prepare the way for a good reception of the printed 

      New Testament and Old Testament portions. 

Reason for Urgent Need   There is a need for a deeper understanding of the Gospel and 

      its power in every area of life. The churches typically use  

      Hausa, a regional language, for services. Since many people do 

      not understand Hausa well, pastors have noticed a percentage 

      of churchgoers sleeping through services.   

      Maya Christian churches also have a history of   

      misunderstanding and disunity. Scripture in the mother tongue 

      will help draw believers together. It will offer them tools for 

      personal Bible reading and provide material around which  

      church groups can study and fellowship. The Scriptures in their 

      language will be the catalyst for personal growth and corporate 

      revival. 

Hindrances to Distribution  Because fewer than 20 percent of Maya speakers can read,  

      literacy programs and materials are an important part of the 

      distribution. Plans are to work in partnership with government 

      policies on mother tongue education is in process. 


